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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):

The work is original and pertinent to the conference main objectives. I suggest the author/s to
better address and critically discuss the overall topic of the conference, namely the relationships
between virtual and actual in the process and product of design execution.
The presentation of the content is not always very clear and in the absence of visuals it was
difficult to evaluate the abstract. Nevertheless, the topic is very interesting and touches design
thinking issues related to the translation from 2D to 3D or viceversa.
Please, try to reinforce the literature review on this topic, which was not addressed in the
abstract: are there similar case-study applications or teaching experiences that are worth to
mention?
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):
The abstract describes a process of form generation based on using images from Gustav Klimt, though
it’s not clear why Klimt is the specific artist chosen for the exercise. Some general attributes of his work
are mentioned, but not mentioned is how Klimt was selected in lieu of myriad other artists – why is Klimt a
better choice than Picasso, or any number of others? At least as it’s described in the abstract, it’s not
clear what is truly novel about this approach of 2D-to-3D, image-to-mass, form/concept generation –
exercises like these are common in academic design studios and frequently described in conference
papers. What makes this particular study different? How is the effectiveness of the exercise being
evaluated? How does this exercise fit into the larger curriculum or class? Also, the writing is
unnecessarily floral – invented words like “formativeness” don’t help to clarify the writer’s intentions. Keep
it as simple and clear as possible.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):






Illustrations missing
Methodology of analysis is not clear
Might be useful to add a section on “lessons learned.”
Why focus on Klimt art? Is fluidic architecture related to other art genres (e.g. surrealism,
suprematism?) need to make the case for selection?
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